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Abstract—Sustainability is crucial for combating climate change and protecting our
planet. While there are various systems that can pose a threat to sustainability, data
centers are particularly significant due to their substantial energy consumption and
environmental impact. Although data centers are becoming increasingly accountable
to be sustainable, the current practice of reporting sustainability data is often mired
with simple green-washing. To improve this status quo, users as well as regulators
need to verify the data on the sustainability impact reported by data center operators.
To do so, data centers must have appropriate infrastructures in place that provide the
guarantee that the data on sustainability is collected, stored, aggregated, and con-
verted to metrics in a secure, unforgeable, and privacy-preserving manner. There-
fore, this paper first introduces the new security challenges related to such infras-
tructure, how it affects operators and users, and potential solutions and research di-
rections for addressing the challenges for data centers and other industry segments.

S ustainability is the practice of performing human
activities in ways that do not leave lasting harmful
effects [58]. Unfortunately, the harm to the planet

is clearly growing, whether the effects are direct (e.g.,
emissions caused by transportation, farming, or manufac-
turing) or indirect (e.g., carbon emissions due to electricity
consumed by data centers and even the energy and materials
used for manufacturing servers and other devices). Humans
as a species have understood that sustainability is important
to both future generations and the global quality of life.
Yet, we have had only sporadic and uneven adoption
of sustainable practices, and up to 98% of sustainability
initiatives fail to meet their goals [25]. The impacts of a lack
of sustainability have led to—among many other factors—
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climate change, widespread pollution of the oceans, sea
bottom desertification, acidification of land and water, ozone
loss, desertization, and loss of biodiversity. Failure to ad-
dress this lack of sustainability now will create long-term
problems for future generations [60].

Today, achieving the goals of sustainability requires the
honest, best efforts of humans and an apparatus to measure
aspects of the system under regulation. Yet, those efforts
often fail when bad actors bypass or cheat sustainability sys-
tems. For example, the car company Volkswagen installed
emissions software on roughly 11 million cars worldwide
that misled the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
about emissions when under test [39]. Volkswagen was
eventually caught, fined billions of dollars, and required to
recall vehicles and pay financial settlements—but only after
the vehicles had polluted for nearly a decade.

One area with unprecedented impact on our world is
the use of computation and in particular data centers. With
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the alarming rise of computation and the pervasive use
of artificial intelligence (e.g., ChatGPT [6]), data centers
pose many negative impacts on the environment caused by
energy use, hardware manufacturing and disposal, building
maintenance, and other factors. Indeed, a recent study
showed that over 2–4% of all energy used worldwide was
by data centers [53], [43]. The current practice of reporting
sustainability information in data centers is, however, mired
with “greenwashing,” where the true carbon footprint of a
data center is artificially reduced via the purchase of energy
from green generation sources [1] or by paying other entities
to be sustainable. This signifies a lack of transparency and
accountability that hinder efforts to address and mitigate the
environmental consequences associated with data centers.
Such issues are pervasive as they extend beyond data
centers and permeate various industries, including food,
manufacturing, and telecommunication systems.

The lack of accountability and transparency to address
sustainability is primarily rooted in the absence of com-
plete and verifiable sustainability data and metrics [32],
[18], [48]. Comprehensive and fine-grained sustainability
metrics [3] are critical to identify performance bottlenecks
(e.g., the impact of an application’s code or library on
sustainability), diagnose security issues, detect anomalous
sustainability activities, provide reliable audit trail of carbon
consumption, ensure accurate and precise accountability and
compliance benefits (e.g., accurately identify entities who
made changes or performed certain actions), and optimize
system performance [12], [38], [3]. Therefore, a necessary
first step for any sustainable computing approach is the abil-
ity to measure comprehensive sustainability metrics or cost
functions from all possible sources of carbon consumption
and energy spent in the entire lifecycle of the computing
equipment: production, delivery, and disposal; these are
referred to as “embodied energy.” However, it has been
found that it is difficult to determine accurate sustainability
metrics because the sources are too many, untrustworthy,
disconnected, or incompatible. Further, there is no way
to combine the data in a meaningful way that will not
compromise the privacy of users or service providers [4].
For example, there are dozens of different ways to calculate
data on global data center energy consumption based on
public and private data—each resulting in an assessment
that is often contradictory with others [63]. Hence, we have
at best a vague idea of the impact that, for example, data
centers have on our environment. Even when attempts are
made to collect and combine sustainability metrics from
disparate sources, privacy concerns, exposure of sensitive
users’ data or service providers’ proprietary algorithms
are often ignored, resulting in poor incentives for users
or service providers to opt for accountable sustainability
systems. Researchers and organizations trying to under-
stand and create sustainable systems often refer to the

sustainability data gap. The inability to collect and verify
accurate, complete, and timely data on the environment
in a privacy-preserving fashion is slowing, and in some
cases prohibiting, the adoption of sustainable systems and
practices. To make matters worse, market forces and human
greed, as we observed earlier, often work against the goals
of sustainability.

In the context of data centers, which is the primary
focus of this paper, the infrastructures used to measure
and maintain operational sustainability (i.e., environmental
footprints transpired within a data center) are inherently
adversarial: because users of technology (e.g., data center
users) have an incentive to cheat, the apparatus must strive
to ensure that systems continue to function correctly in the
face of actors attempting to thwart the collection of sensitive
sustainability data and the enforcement of corresponding
security and privacy policies. Hence, it is imperative that
the environmental footprint caused by data center operations
can be verified by interested third parties (e.g., the EPA [73],
citizen scientists, and the public).

This article, therefore, looks at the security issues in the
sustainability data pipeline comprising of data collection,
storage, aggregation (or other processing), reporting and
use in situ. More specifically, we examine threat landscapes
and a wide range of security challenges to build verifiable
sustainability within data centers, highlighting the urgent
need to address these threats. Furthermore, we explore a
variety of promising research directions that will yield novel
and practical solutions to combat these security challenges
in sustainable data centers and mitigate the risks associ-
ated with such threat landscapes. Some of our proposed
security challenges and solutions also apply to other in-
dustry segments: manufacturing, airlines and transportation,
industrial-scale farming, and more.

1. Sustainable Systems and Focus

on Data Centers

There are several systems (or industries) whose unsustain-
able operations pose a grave threat to the environment. For
example, sustainability concerns are important across a wide
industry segment such as livestock farming, automobiles,
airlines, manufacturing, energy generation, transportation,
as well as infrastructure construction and management (e.g.,
those applicable to buildings and roadways). Data centers
are particularly significant due to their substantial energy
consumption and environmental impact. Moreover, data
centers play a vital role in supporting many industries and
services that rely on digital infrastructure, making their
sustainability practices even more critical. Therefore, in this
article we specifically focus on sustainability in data centers.

Operations within data centers already contribute sig-
nificantly to the global carbon footprint [67], [56]. The rise
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in popularity of resource-intensive Big Data, AI, crypto-
currency, and Machine-Learning workloads is poised to
make data center operations even more unsustainable [42],
[10], [53], [69], [55]. Estimates suggest that data centers are
already responsible for about 2–4% of the total greenhouse
emissions; that is equivalent to the emissions of the entire
airline industry [22]. Worse, this figure for data centers is
soon expected to increase to 5–7% with the emergence of
Large Language Models (LLMs) such as GPT-4 [76], [6],
[11], and applications based on LLMs, imposing a much
heavier toll on the environment.

Existing practices in data centers on reporting or adver-
tising sustainability data are often fraught with greenwash-
ing; as a result, the true carbon usage of a data center is
hidden [1]. Similar greenwashing practices have also been
observed in other sectors such as autonomous vehicles [30]
and telecommunication industries [23]. Such deceptive ap-
proaches undermine the transparency and credibility of
sustainability claims, making it difficult for stakeholders to
make informed decisions. The European Union’s Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) [15] mandates
that by 2024, corporations have to report non-financial sus-
tainability information precisely and clearly; this will also
apply to data center operators within the EU. There is some
consensus among data-center operators on reporting data-
center sustainability information and metrics accurately, at
least within the EU and the Asia-Pacific region [16], [24].
In the U.S., we also see the beginnings of directives similar
to the EUs [71], but details are still emerging.

2. Why is Sustainability a Security

Problem?

Ensuring the accuracy and credibility of sustainability met-
rics, as well as supporting audits, require guaranteeing
the trustworthiness and comprehensiveness of not only the
carbon footprints of data center equipment but also the
embodied energy throughout the entire lifecycle of comput-
ing equipment. Although some external information—such
as that for renewable energy, energy credits, or supplied
water—can be authenticated via trusted third parties [73],
[43], sustainability metrics in data centers require the au-
thenticity, confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data
collected, processed, stored, and used locally within a data
center [34]. However, unlike traditional cloud computing
systems where the focus is primarily on security and privacy
of user applications and data [17], [79], [20], collecting
and measuring data center activities that impact humans
and the environment in a verifiable and privacy-preserving
manner presents a diverse set of new security challenges.
Most of these challenges are primarily based on sustain-
ability data, reliability of equipment, and cleanliness of
energy sources—across both the digital and physical worlds.

Unfortunately, no prior research has investigated the threat
landscape of sustainable data centers, nor attempted to
provide any techniques or tools that directly allow authen-
tication of operational sustainability metrics induced within
a data center to preserve the privacy of users’ or operators’
sustainability data. It is thus imperative to ensure the
security of (i) data collection processes, (ii) the process of
generating verifiable, easily auditable sustainability metrics,
and (iii) the storage of all pertinent information. Hence,
while being indispensable for protecting the environment
and our planet, we have found and argue that the current
sustainability practices—through self-reporting, best-effort
measurement, and anything less than complete verifiable
control of sustainability—will fail.

2.1. Threat Models for Sustainability in Data
Centers
Although the trust assumptions and threat models for sus-
tainable systems may vary widely based on the system
architecture and requirements, the threat models for a sus-
tainable data center can be primarily derived with respect
to three entities: (a) the service provider, (b) the users, and
(c) third-party observers (e.g., regulatory agencies). One
may assume that the service provider can be considered
to be trusted but the underlying infrastructure (e.g., OS
and services) provided by third-party vendors/suppliers can
be untrusted or become compromised, whereas others may
assume that both the service provider and the underlying
infrastructure become rogue. For example, benign and un-
suspecting data center providers often use virtual machines
(VMs) or containers that are already offered by third-party
infrastructure providers and can be loaded with backdoors
or malware. A malicious infrastructure provider can de-
liberately manipulate energy consumption metrics, bypass
sustainability regulations, and overcharge the data center
provider for the total energy consumption. This not only un-
dermines the data center provider’s sustainability efforts but
also leads to inflated costs and financial losses. Moreover,
when users’ jobs run in an environment where data center
and/or infrastructure providers are malicious, attackers can
gain unauthorized access to read or modify the job’s code
and data. For example, attackers may introduce unaccounted
read/write operations [19], [52] to users’ jobs which in
turn inflate users’ carbon footprints, leading to overbilling
the customers and increasing the financial profits of data
center and infrastructure providers. Such carbon footprint
inflation can also be achieved by violating the integrity of
the sustainability metrics (e.g., code or data) [19], [52] or by
manipulating the system traces and logs—the evidence trail
of carbon consumption [45] by the compromised VMs or
malicious processes in data centers. Similarly, compromised
data center providers may report false carbon footprints to
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the regulators [14] to evade high CO2 taxes or regulations.
The other key entities in data centers (i.e., users)

can also be assumed to be untrusted as they may try
to launch attacks (e.g., DoS) against other users or data
center providers, or obtain higher levels of service than
they are allocated, and thus mislead the cloud service
providers about the user’s carbon usage. Last but not least,
third-party observers (e.g., regulatory agencies) may be
tasked with verifying the footprint reported by the service
provider in the process of executing policy or oversight
(e.g., by comparing sustainability costs reported by cloud
operators, users, and utilities); but even these observers may
be considered untrusted, as they could collude with others to
mislead reporting, may have rogue insider elements within
the data center, and may even be under political or other
pressure to “fudge” or misrepresent the data.

2.2. New Security Challenges for
Sustainability
Due to the complex design of data centers, which relies on
intricate trust assumptions among numerous stakeholders,
it is necessary to address diverse security threats ranging
from malicious software/service providers (in Software as
a Service or SaaS models), compromised operating systems
or hypervisors (in Platform as a Service or PaaS models),
or compromised sensors, devices, and firmware owned by
infrastructure providers (in Infrastructure as a Service or
IaaS models) to malicious or honest-but-curious users. In
light of the above discussion, we discuss next some secu-
rity challenges for a system aiming for sustainability and
summarise those in Table 1. Note that the nature of threats
will be different for different sustainable systems (e.g.,
transportation, manufacturing) based on trust assumptions.
q Lack of authenticity of carbon emission sources
(C1). Sensors and devices (e.g., PDUs) reporting and
computing sustainability data can be malicious and may
become compromised due to unintentional vulnerabilities
or intended backdoors in their hardware, firmware, and
software [37]. As a result, by taking control of those sensors
and devices, attackers may violate the authenticity and forge
carbon footprints to launch nefarious attacks. For instance,
attackers may cause over/under-billing to customers by
forging/manipulating carbon consumption records. Attack-
ers may also induce carbon-exhaustion attacks on other
users by misreporting over-consumption of carbon, or evade
compliance checking of regulatory agencies by misreport-
ing low carbon emissions when operating in test mode
(similar to Volkswagen’s scandal [39]). Similar kinds of
sustainability data-forgery attacks can also be carried out
if there are vulnerabilities in the communication protocols
(e.g., lack of authentication and replay protection) between
sensors and the sustainability data aggregators gleaning

carbon footprints from multiple such sensors.
q Untrustworthy physical environment (C2). Sensors and
apparatuses used to collect carbon footprint data can be sub-
jected to direct and indirect data manipulation attacks. For
example, an attacker having direct physical access to sen-
sors or data structure infrastructure can manipulate sensors’
readings to generate false sustainability data or manipulate
the cooling system to disrupt sustainability operations [47].
Conversely, in indirect attacks, the attackers do not have
direct physical access to sensors but exploit physical side-
channels [26] between different components/sensors in data
centers to affect sustainability operations and cause rep-
utation loss to their competitors. Due to such malicious
actions, additional water and electricity would be required
to cool the targeted data center, resulting in an increased
carbon footprint, higher operational costs, and disruption
of sustainability efforts.
q Lack of access control and information flow control
(C3). Sharing physical resources such as hardware and
sensors among multiple users introduces new challenge of
isolating each tenant’s data and ensuring that one tenant
cannot access another’s sustainability footprints. The lack
of granular and dynamic access control configurations, and
adequate resource isolation, can lead to the failure to ensure
that each workload and its associated users have the appro-
priate access privileges to sustainability footprints, without
compromising data security. Without proper access control
and information flow-control measures, there is, therefore, a
risk of unauthorized access to sensitive sustainability data,
potentially leading to data breaches, privacy violations, and
other security issues. Furthermore, sustainability data ob-
tained from various sources can be illegitimately tampered
with by malicious users processes or compromised system
processes. Malicious processes may obtain unauthorized
(read/write) access to sensitive resources (e.g., databases or
protected memory regions storing sustainability data and
states) by exploiting vulnerabilities in the access control
policies [59]. The lack of access control mechanisms,
such as Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory
Access Control (MAC), or combinations thereof, therefore,
may enable attackers to manipulate (i.e., add, modify, or
remove) carbon footprint and sustainability states. As a
result, the regular sustainability operations of the system
are likely to be disrupted, which may cause the system to
produce unwarranted carbon footprints or eliminate them.
Tampering with sustainability data by adversaries (e.g.,
malicious service providers or malicious users) may result
in overcharging legitimate users of the system (such as a
data center), undercharging malicious users attempting to
evade sustainability costs, or damaging the reputation of
competing service providers.
q Sensitive information disclosure (C4). Collecting sus-
tainability data from disparate carbon sources (e.g., sensors
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ID Vulnerabilities, Threats, and New Security Challenges Impacts Possible Ideas to
Solutions

C1
Lack of authenticity of carbon emission sources allows
malicious processes to forge, tamper, or misreport carbon
usage

Cause over-/under-billing to customers
by tampering with carbon usage, evade
regulatory agencies by misreporting low
carbon emissions

Verifiable footprint
collection (§3.1)

C2
Untrustworthy physical environment may allow attackers to
manipulate sensors and apparatuses within a data center
directly or indirectly

Induce higher operational costs, cause
over-/under-billing to customers, and
denial-of-service attacks

Verifiable footprint
collection (§3.1)

C3 Cryptographic flaws may allow forging the proof of carbon
usage

Financial loss and disruption the data
center operations

Verifiable footprint
collection (§3.2)

C4
&
C6

Disclosure of sustainability metrics to malicious service
providers and other users due to inadequate access control,
cryptographic protections, or side-channel vulnerabilities

Exposure of users’ private data such as
location, behavior, and intellectual prop-
erties

Privacy-preserving
footprint collection
and aggregation
(§3.2, §3.3, & §3.4)

C5

Lack of or flaws in the access control or information flow
control mechanisms may allow malicious processes (con-
trolled by malicious users or service providers) to access
and tamper with the databases storing carbon footprint trails

Exposure of users’ private data such as
location, behavior, and intellectual prop-
erties

Verifiable carbon
footprint collection
(§3.2)

C7
Evasive carbon offset techniques allow corporations to trade
a known amount of carbon emissions with an uncertain
amount of carbon reductions

Tax evasion, financial loss, and environ-
mental hazards

Verifiable footprint
collection (§3.2)

C8 Multiple parties may collude to misreport carbon usage Tax evasion, financial loss, and environ-
mental hazards

Verifiable footprint
collection (§3.2)

TABLE 1: Threats and security challenges for the sustainability of data centers and potential research directions.

and PDUs) in an unregulated manner may disclose the
sustainability metrics to service providers and other users.
Such unauthorized exposure of footprint data will violate
the privacy of user’s data, location, behavior, and intellectual
properties such as proprietary scheduling techniques, factors
used for competitive pricing for service classes. Unautho-
rized access to footprint data can enable an adversary to
prevent a co-tenant from realizing an improved sustainabil-
ity target or even allow them to initiate DoS attacks on the
co-tenant.
q Cryptographic flaws (C5). The ability of a sustainable
system to provide proof of carbon footprint to users and
regulators is essential for ensuring the trustworthiness of
the system. Such proof of footprint should be built with
cryptographic constructs. But flaws in the integration of
cryptographic constructs with complex data center systems
(e.g., using weak cipher suites [21], [27]) or flaws in the
implementations [2] may fail to generate unforgeable and
accurate proof of consumption, enabling an attacker to drop,
modify, replay, and inject fake footprints of carbon. This can
disrupt the operations of sustainable systems.
q Side-channels in sustainability (C6). Due to shared
hardware resources, co-located servers, and poor isolation
between different processes running on the same hard-
ware in data centers, side-channel vulnerabilities (e.g., page
faults [75], cache misses [74], power [65] and timing [40]
channels) may allow a malicious application to observe
or tamper with carbon footprint patterns of other users’
jobs/applications running on the same hardware. Such side-
channels not only allow an attacker to fingerprint the data

traffic of other users but also to extract the cryptographic
keys or other confidential information of a user application
by looking at the use of sustainability metrics [68]. Attack-
ers can exploit such sensitive information to blackmail or
embarrass other users/competitors (e.g., to force a competi-
tor’s stock to drop, or short-sell such stock).
q Evasive carbon offset techniques (C7). Corporations
often trade a known amount of carbon emissions with an
uncertain amount of emission reductions to claim carbon
neutrality (e.g., by investing in forestation elsewhere) [31].
This technique, also called carbon credit or climate credit,
has been in practice for decades. It is often exploited
by large corporations as it is extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to track and verify if the amount of emissions
balances out the amount of reductions [66], [70], [64].
Often, Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) are used to offset
the carbon footprint of a data center via the purchase of
energy credits from a green energy generator [1]. Similarly,
Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) [5] are used to have
the data center operator finance the installation of a green
energy producing farm, run, owned and managed by an
independent party, to provide green energy to the data
center over a long-term period covered under the PPA. For
both REC and PPAs, the authenticity of green energy is,
however, often kept out of sight of the users. The lack of
authentication, therefore, enables corporations to make false
claims about the energy source, while appearing in public
to support sustainability efforts.
q Collusion for evasion (C8). Infrastructure providers and
Power Distribution Unit (PDU) providers may collude to
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misreport carbon footprints to regulators and users and
thus may evade regulatory agencies. Such collusion attacks
can be of different combinations as infrastructure providers
depend on third-party software and hardware vendors which
may also collude with each other for malicious purposes.

3. Research Directions for

Countering Security Challenges for

Sustainable Data Centers

Although many solutions [13], [78] have been designed
for data-center security, most of them are not directly
applicable to counter the security and privacy challenges
towards sustainability as discussed in Section 2. Therefore,
we must develop technologies that will help build secure
and trustworthy sustainable systems. Particularly, we must
develop primitives that allow domain experts to construct
and operate sustainable systems and verify the results.
Next, we lay out several potential research directions for
improving sustainability in data centers through security.

3.1. Verifiable Footprint Collection
Architecture
One of the most important elements of a sustainable system
is its ability to promote the responsible use of system
resources, such as complying with carbon emission re-
strictions/taxes. However, claims of carbon usage must be
accompanied by infrastructure that demonstrates verifiable
footprint to the public and regulatory organizations. This
calls for architectures and systems that can collect pub-
licly readable and verifiable sensor readings in adversarial
settings. It is essential that these systems have the ability
to scale seamlessly from small, low-energy devices to
larger, enterprise-level data centers. The system architecture
should have the ability to generate tamper-resistant proofs
of carbon consumption that are unforgeable, accurate, and
securely retrievable by authorized parties (which might
include the public) in adversarial deployments. Furthermore,
to provide higher security assurance, the design and imple-
mentation of these systems must be formally verified.
Potential Solutions: Developing such a framework poses
key challenges, including the need to establish and preserve
a root of trust to secure the system’s carbon footprint mea-
surement components. Such a trusted path should extend
from the hardware level up to the module that collects
all the relevant metrics of a job, and further up to the
component that verifies the accuracy of the reported metrics.
This trusted path will be capable of producing tamper-proof
evidence of sustainability cost metrics using cryptographic
proof systems.

One potential solution to ensure the security of
sustainability-related components is to use a hardware-

based Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) such as ARM
TrustZone [8], Intel SGX [54], AMD SEV [44], and Key-
stone [49]. TEEs are deployed in nearly every commercial
processor sold today and are the de-facto standard to pro-
vide a tamper-proof execution environment that preserves
the integrity and confidentiality of data and execution [19],
[9], [41]. These environments provide isolation guarantees
needed to certify that metric data is collected and reported
accurately, even in the presence of malicious applications,
OS, or hypervisor. A sustainability collector (see Figure 1)
running in a TEE will securely collect the utilization
details of a bare-metal, virtualized, or containerized job.
The gathered metrics will create a comprehensive timeline
of user, system, and process-oriented carbon footprints,
culminating in a sustainability provenance record for the
cloud. The sustainability collector will securely report the
metrics to a sustainability certification agent, which will
produce lightweight cryptographic proofs that empower
third-party regulators and users to independently verify the
claimed consumption.

Note that any flaws in the design or implementation
of sustainability-related components within TEEs may in-
troduce new security challenges to TEE-based solutions.
Therefore, it is crucial to ensure high security assurance
of these components through formal analysis. Another po-
tential concern is that current TEE platforms might lack
adequate privileges to monitor the carbon or resource con-
sumption of workloads that execute outside of the TEE.
This might necessitate new hardware support for TEEs to
allow secure monitoring of external workloads, including
the host OS or hypervisor.

One possible alternative to TEEs is to explore the use
of add-on monitoring hardware, akin to SmartNICs, that
can collect sustainability metrics from outside the host. For
example, AWS Nitro [51] enables SmartNICs to monitor
and manage VM allocation and scheduling, while being
technically “outside” the host OS. Similarly, sustainability-
related components could potentially run on such add-on
custom hardware with the necessary privileges to gather
data from the host without being vulnerable to compromise
by the host. Finally, sustainability data must be isolated
from other workloads running on the same machine, provid-
ing protection against unauthorized access and tampering.

3.2. Privacy-Preserving Footprint Collection
Sustainability data collected through disparate carbon
sources, such as sensors and PDUs in an unregulated
manner, may incur unintended disclosure of sensitive data.
Such exposure of footprint records would otherwise break
the users’ privacy, data, location, behavior, and intellectual
properties such as proprietary scheduling techniques, trained
machine learning models, and factors used for competitive
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FIGURE 1: To enable the verifiability of sustainability metrics, we propose that sustainability-aware data centers be equipped
with a sustainability collector, certification agent, sustainability aggregator, and sustainability storage. We mark components
in the data center with an adversary symbol to denote potential compromised components. Unchanged items in data centers
are shaded blue, modified items are shaded orange, and new items added for sustainability are in green.

pricing for service classes. Also, attackers may attempt
to tamper with sensor data before it is aggregated, which
can lead to incorrect or misleading results. This can be
especially problematic in safety-critical applications, such
as autonomous vehicles or medical devices.
Potential Solutions: In concert with the verifiable sus-
tainability data collection architecture, differential privacy
can be used as a plausible solution for privacy-preserving
sustainability footprint collection. A certain degree of noise
can be added to the collected data to obscure individual
data points but still allow for useful aggregate analysis [28],
[29]. A classic challenge of such differential privacy-
based solutions would be to keep the utility (e.g., the
statistical properties) of the data high to the system while
still protecting the privacy of users and systems. In other
words, the privacy budget—the amount of noise that can
be added to the sustainability data without compromising
privacy—needs to be determined by the sensitivity of the
sustainability data being collected and the desired level of
privacy protection.

Another potential solution is to use homomorphic en-
cryption [35] that will allow the carbon sources to encrypt
the sustainability data and enable the decision-making agent
to measure/compute any statistical information on those
encrypted data. There are, however, several challenges
associated with this solution [57]. Homomorphic encryp-
tion requires significant computational resources and can
increase the size of the actual data (because of encryption)
being transmitted [57], making it more difficult to store
and transmit efficiently. Furthermore, there are currently
limitations [57] on the types of computations that can
be performed on homomorphically encrypted data. For
example, homomorphic encryption schemes support only
addition and multiplication. Complex operations, such as
division or trigonometric functions, may not be efficiently
supported. This can limit the usefulness of this technique
for some applications.

Another alternative approach would be to use zero-

knowledge proofs [33], in which the carbon sources can
demonstrate to the sustainability certification agent, that
sustainability footprints are valid, without disclosing the
actual values that would otherwise compromise privacy.
However, zero-knowledge proofs introduce new challenges
as they induce high computational overhead.

3.3. Privacy-Preserving Footprint
Aggregation
Collecting and processing sustainability data from multiple
sites in data centers require secure collaboration between
multiple untrusting parties, including cloud operators, reg-
ulators, and users, each with their own confidentiality,
privacy, security, and trust requirements. While being aggre-
gated either in centralized or distributed data centers, sus-
tainability data can still reveal sensitive information about
users and systems as discussed in Section 2.2. Therefore, the
high-level goals are to (1) perform aggregation, summary, or
other functions on the sustainability data whose results do
not disclose information about the underlying data; and (2)
ensure that aggregations provide (provably) accurate higher-
level data without exposing underlying sensitive informa-
tion, e.g., proof of compliance of the manufacturing process
without exposing unit-wise behaviors or specific metrics.
Potential Solutions: A plausible approach to privacy-
preserving aggregation for sustainability data is secure
multi-party communication (MPC) in which multiple parties
collaborate to perform computations on their combined data
without revealing any individual data points [36]. MPC aims
to ensure each party’s input is kept private while allowing
them to compute the desired aggregation, summary, or other
functions on their combined data whose results do not
disclose information about the underlying data. One such
MPC platform is Confidential Space [46], which would
allow sustainability data to be encrypted and stored in a
TEE that only authorized workloads are allowed to access.
Additionally, such data is isolated from other workloads
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running on the same machine, providing protection against
unauthorized access and tampering. Alternatively, federated
learning [50] can be used in which training a machine
learning model (e.g., carbon footprint optimization) on
decentralized sustainability data/metrics can be performed
without having to transfer the data to a centralized location.
Each site of the distributed data center will train a local
model on its sustainability data and send the updated model
weights to a central server, which aggregates them to create
a global model. This approach allows data to remain local
and private while still benefiting from a centralized learning
process. Note that existing federated-learning techniques are
susceptible to model-poisoning and model-stealing attacks;
this further imposes challenges to adopt federated learning-
based solutions for aggregating sustainability data [50].

3.4. Public Sustainability Ledgers
Public sustainability ledgers can be used for tracking carbon
emissions or energy consumption and thus can provide
transparency and accountability in the management of re-
sources. However, there are also security and privacy issues
that need to be considered when using these public ledgers.
For example, if public ledgers contain sensitive data (e.g.,
carbon credit allocations, sales, and expenditures) about
the sustainability practices of individuals and organizations,
attackers may track the individuals/organizations or infer
proprietary algorithms. Also, sustainability data may be
stored on multiple public ledgers or private databases, which
may not be interoperable. This can create challenges in
ensuring data consistency and accuracy, and may also lead
to data breaches if not properly secured.
Potential Solutions: In combination with privacy-
preserving measures, such as homomorphic encryption,
zero-knowledge proofs, multi-party computations, and
differential privacy, public ledgers for sustainability
reporting can be provided through smart contracts [7]
deployed on the public blockchain. The smart contract
records the sustainability footprints from different sources
and stores the encrypted records in blocks on the
blockchain. The sustainability footprints submitted to
the blockchain undergo verification by the participating
entities through a consensus mechanism, such as Proof-
of-Work (PoW) or Proof-of-Stake (PoS). This ensures
the accuracy and integrity of the recorded footprints.
Consumers, stakeholders, and regulators can access the
public blockchain to track and verify the provenance of
sustainability footprints. Although smart contracts—in
concert with a verifiable sustainability footprint collection
architecture (Figure 1) and privacy-preserving measures—
can offer secure and public sustainability ledgers, smart
contracts can also be subject to vulnerabilities that can
be exploited by attackers [61]. As such, it is important

to thoroughly test and audit smart contracts to ensure
their security and reliability [72]. Furthermore, blockchain
technology [62] can be used to address the inconsistency
and data-breach issues of distributed public ledgers.
However, current blockchain technologies are susceptible
to various types of attacks including 51% (majority) attacks
and denial-of-service attacks [77]. As such, it is important
to ensure that the blockchain network is properly secured
and that appropriate security measures are in place to
prevent such attacks.

4. Enhancing Adoption and

Standardization of Security

Mechanisms

Irrespective of the specific solution used for the secu-
rity artifacts, a common need is to ease the adoption
of those mechanisms and reduce their footprint, both in
terms of performance and sustainability. For instance, a
trusted execution environment (TEE) based solution for
verifiable data collection or a homomorphic encryption-
based approach for privacy-preserving footprint collection
should be lightweight and have small footprints so as to
minimize overall carbon consumption. Standardizing the
security mechanisms will also go a long way in accelerating
their adoption in other sectors. Also, to raise awareness
among stakeholders about the importance of security mech-
anisms for sustainable systems, and to educate them about
the potential benefits (e.g., data protection, compliance with
regulations, reputation, and trust), workshops and seminars
should be organized which will further improve user adop-
tion and collaboration with other stakeholders. It is also
necessary to educate the stakeholders about the challenges
such as complexity and cost implications, evolving threats,
and interoperability issues in adopting security solutions for
sustainability. Industry standards and best practices need
to be developed for security mechanisms in sustainable
systems. These standards should address performance, in-
teroperability, scalability, and energy efficiency aspects to
ensure widespread adoption. Incentives and regulations need
to be introduced to motivate organizations to adopt and
implement standardized security mechanisms. These could
include tax incentives, certification programs, or regula-
tory requirements that prioritize sustainability and security.
Overall, collaboration and cooperation among industry play-
ers, researchers, and policymakers are necessary to establish
these common goals and objectives.

5. Conclusion

Security infrastructure for a sustainable system is indis-
pensable for protecting the environment and our planet.
The central goal of this security infrastructure is to enable
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service providers to produce unforgeable proofs of sustain-
ability footprints for users or regulators while preventing
potential security and privacy threats by malicious users or
compromised systems. Towards this goal, this paper dis-
cusses the threat landscapes and new security challenges to
achieve sustainability of data centers and presents potential
research directions to develop primitives that allow domain
experts to construct and operate sustainable data centers.
The proposed challenges and potential solutions also lay
the foundations for other sustainable systems, such as
manufacturing, telecommunication systems, and automated
transportation systems.
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